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In the 1930s,  Roy and Herb Brigham realized what a 
massive benefit it would be to develop a pipe that could 
eliminate the most common pipe smoking complaint 
- “tongue bite” , even more so if that solution was
embraced by the most discerning aficionado.

After continual experimentation and research, Roy 
and Herb discovered that tongue bite was in fact a 
form of mild chemical burn to the tongue, caused by 
tars and acids in the smoke. They postulated that by 
properly filtering the smoke, it would be possible to 
remove these impurities and thereby stop the tongue 
bite. The question became how to do so without 
effecting the taste of the tobacco.

Roy & Herb began experimenting with many materials, 
both common and exotic, in the quest for the perfect 
pipe filter. Results varied wildly. Most of the materials 

• Drastically decreases tongue-bite (the burning sensation on the tongue)
• Virtually eliminates gurgle and moisture
• Does not impede airflow - you can pass a pipe cleaner through it
• Does not impart any flavour of its own
• Improves the smoking characteristics of even the wettest tobaccos
• Decreases the amount of contact smoke makes with the stem
• No chemicals or adhesives of any kind are used in making the filter
• Inserts are easily replaced and can even be rinsed, dried and reused several
times

didn’t work at all and most actually imparted their 
own flavour into the smoke. They eventually found 
just two materials that were satisfactory: bamboo and 
rock maple. As bamboo was obviously not as readily 
available, rock maple then became the logical choice.

They were able to create a replaceable hollow wooden 
tube which, when inserted into a specially made 
pipe,  caused absolutely no restriction to the draw 
of the pipe and reduced the smoke’s exposure to 
the rubber stem. Through natural wicking action, 
it was found that this design extracted many of the 
impurities which had caused tongue bite and also 
reduced excess moisture. The result was dramatic -a 
truly natural, passive, reusable system that improved 
the smoking experience for both neophyte and expert 
alike. Brigham has never looked back! 

The Brigham SySTem



Brigham PreSidenT SerieS

Herb Brigham, son of
founder Roy Brigham learned 
to make Scandinavian pipe 
shapes from a Dutch Pipe 
Master in the Catskill moun-
tains during World War 2. 
Years later he would hand se-
lect briar and personally make 
each and every "President’s 
Pipe."  

Although sadly Mr. B  has 
passed on, his tradition con-
tinues to this day. Each pipe is 
handmade and available only 
when the best briar is available 
to craft them. Each of the four 
grades is distinguished by a 
unique finish. Brigham gianTe SerieS

37-1511

37-1510 37-1522

37-1521

37-1520

Not every large piece of 
briar is perfect enough for 
a President, but high qual-
ity large blocks are often set 
aside for our Giante series. 

Designed for those who 
like very large pipes, these 
are all made with the 
Brigham Distillator system 
and deliver an amazing 
smoking experience.

GIANTEE X T R A  L A R G E  P I P E S

Country Club
37-1153

Boardroom
37-1152

Muskoka
37-1151

Helm
37-1150



Just as Henry Wadsworth Longfellow (Evangeline) and Robbie Robertson (Acadian 
Driftwood) have immortalized the Acadians in their art we are similarly honouring 
this enduring and rich heritage in the art of a pipe.

This series carries our traditional Brigham look – a deep, rich burgundy that colours 
with grace and charm into a deep almond brown with time. It delivers the rich heri-
tage of value, performance and reliability that Brigham pipes has become known for.

Like the pleasant and welcomed warm brief relief a chinook provides in the grip of 
winter, the Brigham Chinook will provide a pleasant and welcomed break from the 
usual routine. Full of character, this conversation starter will provide a lifetime of 
quality and enjoyment.

36-10xx

34-10xx

Brigham PreSTige SerieS

#23

#24

#02

#09

#16

#19

#29

#47

#59

#62

#426

#84

#65

Acadian, Klondike, 
Heritage and Chinook 
each come with a metal 
tin and are available in 
the following shapes:

The earthy brown colour offset by the gold Brigham insignia conjures images of pros-
pectors panning for gold. Not everyone struck it rich in the Klondike gold rush but 
everyone can strike it rich with a Brigham Klondike.

KlondiKe

heriTage

ChinooK

37-10xx

aCadian

35-10xx



Introducing TUNDRA, 
a brand new Brigham 
pipe series! 

In this new pipe series, 
we strived to capture 
the seasonal colours of 
the Tundra -  from the 
desolate monochrome 
of winter to the rich 
ambers and reds of 
summer.  

To achieve this, Tundra pipes are made from high quality briar, sandblasted 
one-by-one, fit with an acrylic stem, gold coloured band and finished with a 
special brown staining process. This combination creates subtle variations in 
shade between pipes making the finish of each one unique - something of a 
departure from our more traditional uniform finshes.

#03

#87

#06

#09

#22

#26

#23

#29

#36

#47

#63

#65

#84

TUNDRA 
SHAPE CHART

Shape #63 re-work

Tundra comes in 13 shapes which includes a number of classic, original Brigham 
Designs we haven’t made for decades: 
#26 Semi-Bent Bulldog, #22 Poker, #06 Dublin, #87 Semi-Bent Dublin and a full 
re-working of shape #63 to bringing it back to its original profile. This lineup 
offers something for everyone to enjoy!

Classic #26 semi-bent bulldog



#84

#23

#09

#36

#26

#63

#29

#47

#65

#03

#87

#06

#22

Voyageur, Mountaineer 
and Algonquin are  

available in the  
following shapes:

Brigham 100-300 series

The Voyageur casts off into the unknown to explore and discover the wonders of 
the Canadian wild. Our entry level design offers a similar reward for those testing 
the waters of the Brigham pipe experience.

31-10xx

VOYAGEUR (1-dot)

The upward curl of smoke, the calm of the morning lake and the distant sound of 
the loon – like its namesake provincial park, the Algonquin is best enjoyed in a state 
of quiet reflection and appreciation for the moment.

32-10xx

ALGONQUIN (2-dot)

Modern mountaineering provides daring and adventure to those who seek it. 
As encouragement to that spirit, our mid-price pipe offers a reward to those 
who ascend to higher quality.

33-10xx

MOUNTAINEER (3-dot)



Brigham SySTem SerieS

Brigham System pipes allow those on a tighter budget to afford the Brigham pipe experience. 
These are briar pipes fitted with the world famous Brigham Distillator System, available in two 
finishes (brown sandblast and black satinated) and six of our best selling shapes.

The System series is positioned below the One Dot as an entry level pipe and is distinguished by 
a heat-stamped B and leaf logo on the stem. Pipes are stamped with a shape number followed by 
“S” .

BLACK SATINATED 

30-20xx

BROWN SANDBLAST

30-10xx

#84

#23

#47
#03

#36

#26

#84

#23

#47
#03

#36

#26



The last two order code digits (xx) will be the shape number shown below

Small Pipes, at a GREAT PRICE!aViTUS

40-3423
40-3495

40-3421

40-3403

40-348440-3449

Lorenzetti Pipes was founded in 1934 by Otello Lorenzetti in Recanati, Italy. When Otello could not be heard 
singing and working tirelessly in his small workshop, he could be seen ‘with the strength of his own legs’ travel-
ling to neighboring villages selling his pipes.

His local fame for high quality and creative pipes grew quickly and as he acquired his own tools and taught his family 
to source the best briar and craft pipes together. His work eventually gained the attention and appreciation of one of 
Italy’s most famous pipe aficionados, President Sandro Pertini.

Today, that proud tradition continues with grandson Allesandro Lorenzetti who works daily to create and craft a 
comprehensive range of pipes with a signature flair. 



Named after five of history’s most famous Roman Emperors, each line 
is primarily distinguished by the color of its finish. In addition to these 
differences, like fine Italian wines, each line carries a selection of styles 
to suit even the most discriminating palette. 
These pipes are an incredible value and made of top quality briar. They 
have quietly grown to be one of our best selling pipes as consumers and 
retailers alike discover this hidden gem of the pipe world.

By Lorenzetti

nero

#40-31xx

TiTUS

The last two order code digits (xx) will be the shape number shown below

JUliUS
 CaeSar

#40-32xx

#40-30xx #40-39xx

aUgUSTUS
 CaeSar

ConSTanTine
#40-33xx



ChUrChwarden PiPeS

40-9302
Warlock #2

40-9102
Headmaster #2

40-9202
Wizard #2

40-9301
Warlock #1

40-9101
Headmaster #1

40-9201
Wizard #1

40-9303
Warlock #3

40-9103
Headmaster #3

40-9203
Wizard #3

Coloured resin ring adds definition between the pipe and the 
stem.  3 shapes and 3 finishes to choose from.  High Quality Briar.
Includes pipe bag
Made in Italy 



40-1023
#23

#47
40-1047

#04
40-1004

#54
40-1054

#13
40-1013

#29
40-1029

40-2023
#23

#47
40-2047

#04
40-2004

#54
40-2054

#29
40-2029

#13
40-2013

gozzo SerieS
A GOZZO is a traditional Italian fishing boat 
usually built entirely out of wood.  Many 
classic styles offer a beam that extends 
from the bow and stern much in the way 

our new stem twists and turns from these 
pipes.  This classic touch is what gives the 
Gozzo their elegant shape and unique 
name.

These Italian briar pipes are an excellent choice 
for the novice smoker in search of a great deal.  
Sold in assorted boxes of 12 pipes.  These 
interesting shapes and finishes are sure to satisfy 
your customers’ needs at a very affordable price.

• Made	of	real	BRIAR
• Made	in	ITALY
• Wide	SELECTION

Capri ‘Basket Pipes’ (12 Pipes)

BaSKeT PiPeS

40-1000



This case features loops for up to four pipes, an inner 
pouch along the fold to hold any sized pipe tool and 
ample room for accessories. It’s the perfect size for a 
weekend getaway!

#63-7445

VINTAGE LEATHER 4-PIPE AND TOBACCO CASE

This case has two loops to accomodate pipes as well 
as two integrated pouches - one with a zipper and 
one without.  As a bonus, this case comes with a small 
zippered pouch for tobacco or other accessories. 

#63-7135

VINTAGE LEATHER 2-PIPE AND TOBACCO CASE

#63-7415

Perfect for a day out, the compact design of this case 
allows for one pipe to be held in a zippered pouch 
along the bottom and tobacco to be placed in the 
lined, zippered pouch on the top. We also added 
a pipe cleaner slot in the back for an extra bit of 
storage!

VINTAGE LEATHER 1-PIPE AND TOBACCO CASE

A simple, classic roll-up tobacco pouch made 
beautiful with the use of vintage leather and oilskin.

#63-7205

VINTAGE LEATHER ROLL-UP TOBACCO POUCH

We set out to create a collection of leather products that wears, lasts and ages the way our 
pipes do. The supple vintage-style leather used in this collection means every piece starts out 
unique and continues to changes as it is used, folded and handled over time, becoming MORE 
beautiful with age. 

Every piece comes in a black Brigham gift box like the one shown on the right.

VINTAGE LEATHER PIPE CASES & POUCH



This case features loops for up to four 
pipes, an inner pouch along the fold to 
hold any sized pipe tool and ample room 
for accessories. 

#63-7440

ITALIAN LEATHER 4-PIPE AND TOBACCO CASE

#63-7410

Perfect for a day out, the compact design of this case 
allows for one pipe to be held in a zippered pouch 
along the bottom and tobacco to be placed in the 
lined, zippered pouch on the top. We also added a 
pipe cleaner slot in the back for an extra bit of storage!

A simple, classic roll-up tobacco pouch made 
beautiful with the use of Italian leather and oilskin.

#63-7200

ITALIAN LEATHER ROLL-UP TOBACCO POUCH

Made from soft Italian leather, these black pipe and tobacco cases are a timeless classic. 

Every piece comes in a black Brigham gift box like the one shown on the right.

ITALIAN LEATHER PIPE CASES & POUCH

ITALIAN LEATHER 2-PIPE AND TOBACCO CASE

This case has two loops to accomodate pipes 
as well as two integrated pouches - one with a 
zipper and one without. As a bonus, this case 
comes with a small zippered pouch for tobacco 
or other accessories. 

#63-7130

ITALIAN LEATHER 1-PIPE AND TOBACCO CASE



12 units/CT (75 ea)12 units/CT (75 ea)

66-0110 66-0100 66-012066-0130
BRISTLE REGULAREXTRA ABSORBENT 

15 units/CT (42 ea)
CHURCHWARDEN 
24 units/CT (24 ea)

ROCK MAPLE DISTILLATORS
20 pack of 8 inserts per carton

61-0014 60-0400

12 per Carton
SOFT PIPE BITS

PIPE REAMER
60-4201

12 per Carton

60-2650
3-PIECE PIPE TOOLS

24 per Carton

60-2660
HORSE NAIL SCOOP 

36 per Carton

60-1518
DRI-KULE PIPE SCREENS

100 per Carton

60-8534
FOLDING PIPE STAND 

12 per Carton
METAL FOLDING PIPE STAND

with Brigham carrying case 6/carton

60-8535

Pipe Accessories
IN A DISPLAY CARTON IN A GIFT BOX



40-0001
CAPRI PIPE CLEANERS 60pk 

Packages of 60 white cotton cleaners 
sold in units of 18 packages.

ROUND 3-PIPE ASHTRAY
with cork knocker and gift box

60-0102

Can be used with 
any 9 mm pipe!

16-9050
9mm FILTERS (10)
Packages of 40 filters are sold in units of 10. 

These filters contain a refined charcoal matrix 
designed to reduce tar and nicotine without 
impeding airflow.  The result is a dry, cool 
smoke that maintains the character of your 
tobacco.

10 per UnitWIRE PIPE BRUSH
60-2662

60-2661
CORK KNOCKER 
12 per Carton

METAL FOLD-AWAY PIPE TOOL
60-2620

FLAT TOOL WOOD INLAY
60-2625

PIPE SHAPED TOOL WOOD INLAY
60-2621

FLAT TOOL RED WOOD INLAY
60-2623

PIPE TOOL RED WOOD INLAY
60-2622

PIPE TOOL GREEN WOOD INLAY
60-2624

-- SOLD  INDIVIDUALLY --
3-PIECE PIPE TOOLS

SRP $14.95

SRP $14.95

SRP $14.95

SRP $14.95

SRP $14.95

SRP $14.95

60-2615
PIPE NAIL

12 per Unit



HUMIDORS
After looking high and wide for 
great humidors to sell at reasonable 
prices, we decided the best way to 
ensure the highest quality was to 
design our own.

We’ve taken the time with every 
detail - felt bottoms, quality 
locks and piano hinges, our own 
Premium humidification units and 
hygrometers,  and every production 
run goes through a 58 point 
inspection process to ensure our 
humidors are the best value on the 
market.



50ct

125+ ct

75ct

Dark Walnut
#58-8051

Cherry
#58-8050

Mahogany
#58-8052

Dark Walnut
#58-8101

Cherry
#58-8100

Mahogany
#58-8102

Dark Walnut
#58-8251

Cherry
#58-8250

Mahogany
#58-8252

CELESTIAL -  MATTE



PARHELION -  GLOSSY

50ct

125+ ct

75ct

Dark Walnut
#58-8074

Cherry
#58-8073

Mahogany
#58-8075

Dark Walnut
#58-8174

Cherry
#58-8173

Mahogany
#58-8175

Dark Walnut
#58-8274

Cherry
#58-8273

Mahogany
#58-8275



125+ ct

50ct

75ct

125+ ct

ECLIPSE -  BLACK MATTE

OBSERVATORY - DARK WOODGRAIN GLASS-TOP

#58-8086

#58-8186

#58-8286

#58-8290



PREMIUM HUMIDIFICATION SYSTEMS

Without an accurate measure you’re playing a dangerous game with your precious collection of
cigars.  To ensure your cigars are maintained in the perfect environment, always trust Brigham Products, and 
use these hygrometers to ensure the conditions are just right.

Factory Calibrated and ready to use.
The easy to read display allows for
accurate measurement at a glance.  It can
be recalibrated if needed. Instructions included.

This device will accurately measure the Relative Humidity (RH) in your
humidor to within +/- 2 degrees at 70% and the temperature to+/- 1
degree C/F.  Instructions and batteries included.

Fits most round humidifier mounts! This
device accurately measures Relative
Humidity and Temperature to within 2
degrees.  Instructions and batteries included.

1. Fill a plastic soda cap with plain table salt.
2. Add just enough water to the salt to make it wet,
but not so much water that it floats on the surface of
the salt.  If your salt solution is too wet, add more salt 
until the standing water is absorbed.
3. Place the wet salt solution in a zip-lock plastic bag.
4. Place Brigham’s Round Digital Hygrometer in the
bag with the salt solution.
5. Seal the bag and wait 4 hours.
6. After 4 hours, look at the round digital hygrometer. 
The humidity reading should be 75%.  If it is 75%,
remove it from the bag.  If it is not 75%, push and
hold the “Cal” button until the unit re-sets to 75%.
Remove from the bag.  It is ready for use in your
humidor.

The Recalibration Procedure

58-2500

HYGROMETERS

58-2620

58-2610

6-Pack

6-Pack

6-Pack



PREMIUM HUMIDIFICATION SYSTEMS

58-2000
AUTOMATICALLY ADJUSTS TO 70%   HUMIDITY
CLIMATE SENSITIVE 70%CRYSTAL

HUMIDIFIERS

The ability to hold extreme amounts 
of Brigham Humidor Solution is in 
the special gel crystals which absorb 
450 times their weight in fluid.  You 
can actually watch them expand to 
absorb enough humidor solution 

for months of freshness. You’ll know 
when it’s time to refill when the 
Crystals shrink to half their size.

The transparent case makes it easier to know when to refill

Crystal Water Pillows 58-2025

58-2001

This larger format Crystal Jar comes pre-mixed with 
Brigham Humidor Solution.  Simply remove the seal 
and place in your humidor.

58-2250 58-2350 58-2425

CRYSTAL 50 CRYSTAL 100 CRYSTAL 250

The Crystal Jar comes pre-mixed with Brigham 
Humidor Solution, simply remove the seal and 
place in your humidor.

All sold in packs of 6

This easy to use device contains crystals that lock 
away moisture to provide humidity on the go.   Great 
for trips!

Pack of 36

2oz Crystal Jar

4oz Crystal Jar



16oz 8oz

Brigham Humidor Solution is PRE-MIXED to the perfect 
proportions for use every time.

Propylene Glycol (PG) and Water dissipate from the 
humidification unit at different rates - it’s essential to get the 
mix right. Too much water in a PG solution can result in over-
humidification as the PG will dissipate before the water is 
exhausted. Too much PG in a mix will have the opposite effect as 
after few refills, the humidification unit will become saturated 
with PG and stop working. 

We’ve done the research and arrived at the ideal balance to 
keep your cigars fresh and your humidification system working 
at peak performance longer!

When the humidity level in your 
humidor drops below 70%, the 
Propylene Glycol (a hygroscopic 
fluid) forces the distilled water 
into the air until 70% humidity is 
achieved.

When the humidity level rises 
above 70%, the Propylene Glycol 
attracts the moisture from the air, 
storing it in your humidification 
unit.HIGH HUMIDITYLOW HUMIDITY

Simply fill your humidifier with this pre-mixed solution, dry 
the humidifier casing and place in your humidor.  That’s it!  The 
Brigham Humidor Solution will work on its own to modify the 
relative humidity in your humidor and keep your cigars safe.

58-2416 58-2408

HIGH HUMIDITYLOW HUMIDITY

PREMIUM HUMIDIFICATION SYSTEMS

HUMIDOR SOLUTIONHUMIDOR SOLUTION

SRP .95 SRP .95



Our telescopic leather cases come in three standard lengths - Corona, Robusto and Toro in two 
and three finger widths. The buff burnish finish is a refreshing alternative to the standard tan 
and brown cases typically made available elsewhere. 

Every piece comes in a black Brigham gift box like the one shown on the right.

2-FINGER CASES

Robusto:  #62-7127

Corona:   #62-7027

Toro:       #62-7227

3-FINGER CASES

Robusto:  #62-7137

Corona:   #62-7037

Toro:        #62-7237

2-FINGER CASES

Robusto:  #62-1120

Corona:   #62-7020

Toro:        #62-7220

3-FINGER CASES

Robusto:   #62-7130

Corona:    #62-7030

Toro:        #62-1130

BUFF BURNISH LEATHER CIGAR CASES

SMOOTH BLACK LEATHER COLLECTION

LEATHER CIGAR CASES



Brigham travel humidors are designed for 
maximum protection no matter what the 
elements throw at you. 

Each box has an IP68 rating - it can be fully 
submersed in water to a depth of over 33 
meters for over 30 minutes without a leak.  It 
also resists direct compression of more than 
1,000kgs and is shock-proof, meaning no 
matter how badly the box is treated during 
your adventures, you 
can trust that  your 
cigars will be safe 
inside. 

As cigar smokers and frequent travelers ourselves, we found other boxes too 
big and bulky to fit well into suitcases and backpacks. When it came time to 
design our own travel humidor, we chose a slim profile which makes it easier 
to slide in and out of any bag without sacrificing the number of cigars inside. 

So whether you’re camping, fishing, headed to the beach or your next 
business meeting, make sure to pack your cigars in a Brigham travel 
humidor.

7-count 
#58-3007

14-count 
#58-3014

TRAVEL HUMIDORS
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